Contract bidder of record for the subject project is hereby informed that this Addendum forms a part of the Contract Documents and modifies the Bid Set dated May 2020 drawings and specifications as noted below. Receipt of the Addendum shall be acknowledged on the Proposal Form.

These changes are to be incorporated into the Construction Documents and shall apply to the Work with the same meaning and force as if they had been included in the original documents. Wherever this Addendum modifies a portion of a paragraph of the Project Manual, or portion of any Drawings, the remainder of the paragraph or Drawing shall remain in force.

**PROJECT MANUAL/SPECIFICATIONS ITEMS:**

1. N/A

**CONTRACT DRAWINGS ITEMS:**

a. Add missing drawing sheet A-111d to follow A-111c.
b. Replace incorrect dwg. A-122b that follows A-122c with A-122d

**END OF ADDENDUM NO. 1**
Refer to HVAC, Electrical, Plumbing, and Fire
Paint all exposed structure, mechanical, channels 16 ga. 24" on center, (2) layers of 5/8" Gypsum board, perimeter isolation and caulk, 6" R and Armstrong Lyra Act below.

- Corridor 240
  - Light fixture - Refer to MEP drawings
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